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Sheila Briggs
We at Catholics for Choice are very disappointed in your decision to remove David

Patricia Carbine, Treasurer
Wojnarowicz’s “A Fire in My Belly” from the “Hide/Seek: Difference and Desire in

Barbara DeConcini
American Portraiture” exhibition. Your decision amounted to censorship, plain and

Susan Farrell
simple.

Cheryl Francisconi

Ofelia Garcia
The National Portrait Gallery plays a vital role in safeguarding and expanding the Eileen Moran, Secretary

nation’s cultural heritage. In doing so, people have rightly come to expect great things Rosemary Radford Ruether

from the gallery. The magnificent spaces that were developed during the recent Albert GeorgeThomas

renovations have fittingly drawn accolades and visitors from around the world. As a Marian StewartTitus

result, the gallery’s exhibitions nurture the nation’s cultural life, promoting the arts as Susan Wysocki

well as the public’s appreciation of the arts.
INTERNATIONAL

PARTN ERSUnfortunately, your decision to censor David Wojnarowicz’s art has sullied the CatOlicas porel Derecho

reputation of the National Portrait Gallery and does a disservice both to the arts a Decidir
Buenos Aires, Argentinacommunity and the public. For artists, it suggests that in order to be considered by Cordoba,Argentina

your gallery, their art may have to be uncontroversial. For the public, it suggests that CatOlicas por el Derecho

what they see at the gallery may not be the full story, that exhibitions may be tailored a Decidir en Bolivia
La Paz, Bolivia

so that they do not offend anybody. Neither scenario is positive.
Católicas pelo Direito
de Decidir

Dealing with complaints and criticism is part and parcel of being a public figure and a SdaPaula,Brasil

public institution. However, that does not mean that you should seek to avoid Catholics for a Free
Choice Canadacontroversy. Nor, on the other hand, are you required to seek it out without good Toronto, Canada

reason. However, we should acknowledge the role that controversy can play in CatOlicas porel Derecho

advancing the arts. Discussions about what is and is not controversial can help us a Decidiren Chile
Valparaisa, Chile

judge what is and is not good art. In considering how to respond to the controversy,
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you had a decision to make. Who should be the arbiters of what is available--those a Decidiren Colombia

who scream the loudest about what they don’t like, or those whose job it is to decide Bogota, Colombia
CatOlicas por el Derechowhether a specific piece of art is included in an exhibition? In choosing to pay heed to a Decidiren Espana

the loudest voices, you did a disservice to the public. Madrid,Espana
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it is especially disturbing that you bowed to pressure from an organization that has
made a business out of manufacturing controversy. Bill Donohue of the Catholic
League is a zealot who seeks to curtail freedom of expression at every turn. His attacks
on ‘A Fire in My Belly” follow his tried and tested modus operandi, as can be seen in a
report we produced on his group (a copy is enclosed) and would have been obvious to
anybody who had done even a cursory search on the group.

The Catholic League does not speak for all Catholics — in fact it speaks for very few, but
does so very loudly. However, as is often the case, the noise level should not be
considered indicative of the strength of its support nor the correctness of its claims.
We too are Catholics, but we do not support the use of our religion in this crusade. As
Catholics, we absolutely do not support your decision and join the majority of
Americans -- Catholic and non-Catholic alike --who do not support censorship of the
arts. We can only judge what we can see. We accept the possibility that we may be
offended by what we see. In the spirit of promoting artistic freedom, we are happy to
accept that possibility.

Censorship of the arts is the last thing that an art institution should be doing. You have
set a low standard for yourselves, and for your public. The National Portrait Gallery
plays an important role in the cultural life of the city and the nation. Your decision
sends the worst possible message to artists, to other cultural institutions and to the
American people.

Yours sincerely,

Jon O’Brien
President, Catholics for Choice


